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                          Transistor characteristics  

We will consider just the n-p-n transistor because is the more common one. 

Atransistor has only three terminals,so one of them will inevitably be common to both. 

It can be any of the three ,so the circuitry can be classified as common emitter, common base 

or common collector. 

 

Transistor=transfer +resistor 

Transistor as amplifiers 

Amplification is the process of increasing the strength of signal. 

A signal is a general term used to refer to any particular current, voltage or power in a circuit 

An amplifier is the device that provides amplifications (the increase in current ,voltage or power 

of a signal)without appreciably altering the original signal. 
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Current gain(hfe)=
                 (                 )

                (            )
=
  

  
 

Example 1. In a transistor amplifier, the collector current changes by 5mA when the base current 

changes by 15mA.what is the current gain? 

Solution;- 

hfe =
  

  
=5mA/15mA=1/3 

=0.333 

Variation in collector current(Ic) with increasing voltage(VCE) 

The base current constant IB must be held but the graph is usually plotted for more than one base 

current. 

                                                           

Response of collector current to changes in base current 

With a transistor which amplifies well, the graph will be nearly straight line. 

                                                   

  Transistor as switch and as amplifier  

 Apotential divider is used to raise or lower the voltage at the base to control the base 

current. 

 If therte is no base current ,the millimeter records  no collector current either  

 All transistors can do both jobs ,but they  are usually designed for one purpose or the 

other  

 For amplifiers a linear response is all important for a switch what matter is that it does it 

very quickly . 

 To act as aswitch ,asmall current into the base will switch on alarger current at the 

collector. This is very much what a relay might also do.a transistor may not be able to 

switch on and off really large current,but other wise it has advantages of no moving parts 

and rapid action.atransistor might be able to switch off in atime of around 10
-8 

s,while a 

relay may require something nearer a second. 

 A relay ;-an electrically-operated switch.  
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Transistor as a switching Device 

A transistor in a circuit will be on one of three conditions;- 

1. Cut off(no collector current),useful for switch operation 

2. In the active region(some collector current, more than a few tenths of a volt above the 

emitter),useful for amplifier applications 

3. in  saturation(collector a few tenths of a volt above emitter),a large current useful for 

switch on applications 

Characteristics of an operational amplifiers   

The three most important characteristics of an operational amplifier are 

1. Very high gain 

2. Very high in put impedance 

3. Very low output impedance 

Since no single amplifier stage can provide all these characteristics well enough to 

be considered an operational amplifier, various amplifiers stages are connected 

together  

The total circuit made up of these individual stages is called an operational 

amplifier. 

                            Logic gate 

 The combinations of switches in a logic circuit are called logic gate 

 There are five basic types gates, all make use if devices like diodes and transistors, 

commonly used in logic circuit. These are 

1. AND  gate   3.  NOT  gate 

2. OR  gate      4. NAND gate          5. NOR   gate 

 The NOT gate has one input and one output, while the remaining gates have two or more 

inputs and one output. 

 To draw the truth table for all logic gate use the formula 2
n 

,where n is number of input. 

1. NOT gate or inverter  

 One input and one out put 

 It produces a high output if the input is low and viceversa. 

                                    

The truth table of NOT gate is 

Input  Output  

0 1 

1 0 

2. OR gate 

 An OR gate gives an out put if either input A OR B or both are high. 
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 Out put is low if and only if the two inputs are low . 

 

The truth table of  OR gate is 

A B OUTPUT 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 1 

3. AND gate 

 AND gates gives an high out put if both inputs(A and 

B)are high 

                                    

The truth table of  AND  gate is 

4. NOR gate 

 When the out put of OR gate is connected to the input of a NOT gate. 

 In effect ,the out put of the NOR gate is inverted output of the OR gate. 

                                           

                                              The truth table of NOR   gate is 

 

5. NAND gate 

 NAND gate gives high input if A and B  are not both high. 

                                               

                           The truth table of NAND gate is 

 

 

 

A B OUTPUT 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

`1 1 1 

A B OUTPUT 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 0 

A B OUTPUT 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 
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                      COMBINATIONS OF LOGIC GATES  

Example ,consider the arrangement shown in figure below draw its truth table 

 

 

                   solution 

              Possible combinations of input,2
3 

=8 

  

The action of logic gates  

1. asimple burglar alarm 

Two doors and two windows are equipped with micro-switches such that if they are 

opened the switch closes and the signal from it changes from 0 to 1. 

The switches are connected to one of a pair of two input OR gates, so if any of the inputs 

becomes a 1 the alarm will sound. 
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THIRD QUARTER PHYSICS THIRD WORK SHEET FOR GRADE10 

NAME______________________GRADE ________SECTION___________ 

I. CHOOSE THE CORRECT ANSWER FROM THE GIVEN 

ALTERNATIVES  

1. In thermionic diode once the current reaches saturations what can be done to increase the 

anode current? 

        A.  Increase the anode voltage       C. decrease the cathode voltage 

       B.   Increase the heater voltage         D. decrease the anode temperature 

2. The diagram below shows an input  of alternating current  to a black box and the 

resulting out put current              

 

 

 

Input current                                           out put current 

The black box is most likely is a 

A. Resistor     B. transistor              C. Diode   D. capacitor 

3. The collector current of transistor used as amplifier changes from 6mA to 24mA as the 

base current changes from 10µA  to 50 µA. what is the current amplification factor of the 

transistor? 

A. 600              B.450                  C.5                  D.4 

4. In thermionic diode the voltage supplied to the heater is termed as 

A. Beth voltage     B. anode voltage     C. triode voltage     D. cathode voltage 

5. which one of the following  is correct about charge carriers in an intrinsic semiconductor  

A. There is a large number of free electrons than holes at room temperature 

B. There is large number of holes than free electrons at room temperature 

C. There are only free electrons and no holes in it at room temperature 

D. There are equal free electrons and holes at room temperature 

6.    Which of the following is true about semiconductor 

A. Number of charge carriers in a semiconductors decreases with temperature 

B. At a certain temperature semiconductors  have  both positive and negative charge 

carrier 

C. Conduction in a semiconductors is due to free electrons 

D. Semiconductors have positive charge carrier    

 

 

Black box 
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7. The table shown below is a logic response to two out put A and B. The truth table 

represents 

A.  an AND gate                                        

B. A NAND gate 

C. An OR gate 

D. A NOR gate 

 

8. The diagram below shows an input of alternating current to a black box and the resulting 

out put current. 

      

 

In put current                                                       out put current 

The black box most likely is a 

A. Transistor                C.  bridge rectification with capacitor filter 

B. Capacitor                    D.  Diode with capacitor filter 

9. For a digital circuit shown below the out put is found to be x=1what are the values of the 

input A and B?                    A 

A. A=1 and B=1                                                                                                  X 

B. A=1 and B=0                       B                                                                            

C. A=0 and B=1                      

D. A=0 and B=0 

10. Which equation correctly represents the relation between the base, the collector and the 

emitter currents of a transistor when it is in its active region? 

A. Ib= Ic+Ie                     C.  Ic= Ib+Ie 

B. Ie= Ic + Ib                   D.   Ie= Ic-Ib 

11. A transistor is said to be in its active region when? 

A. It is in the reverse biased mode 

B. The base emitter region is forward biased and the base collector region is reverse 

biased. 

C. The base emitter region is reverse bias and the base collectors region is forward bias 

D. Both the base emitter and the base collector regions are forward biased 

II. Answer the following questions accordingly 

12. Consider the arrangement shown below and draw its draw table 

A B ? 

0 0 1 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

Black box 
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13. Complete the truth table for the arrangement of gates shown in figure below 

                                           

14. a. Name the type of logic gate shown in a figure shown and write down its truth table 

                                              

            b. show that when its two inputs are joined together as in figure below ,it will act as a  

NOT gate 

                                                                    

                                                                

 

 

 


